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Name___________________

Hundreds Chart Mystery Picture #46 
Use the key to color in the correct squares and reveal the hidden picture. 

 

 
Black  2, 3, 8, 9, 11, 14, 17, 20, 21, 22, 29, 30, 31, 33, 38, 40, 41, 50,  
       51, 52, 53, 54, 57, 58, 59, 60, 62, 69, 72, 74, 77, 79, 82, 89,  
    92, 93, 94, 97, 98, 99 

Orange  12, 13, 18, 19, 23, 24, 27, 28, 32, 34, 37, 39, 42, 43, 44, 47,  
       48, 49, 63, 64, 67, 68, 73, 78, 83, 84, 87, 88 

Brown  25, 26, 35, 36, 45, 46, 55, 56, 65, 66, 75, 76, 85, 86 

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          

          



Spring Word Search                       
Name:________

outside
rain
green
warm
renew
peaceful

blooming
April
breezy
alive
fresh
young

flowers
May
sprouting
relaxing
sunny
crisp



Fill in the missing numbers. 
Use a 100 chart to help you!

Name___________________

©The Creative Cricket

12 48 67

75 23 59

90 62 31



Complete each compound word 
with one of these words.

ball foot

bed frog

bow hopper

coat out

doors pole

fly shell

fly shine





Spring Symmetry 
 Use a symmetrical design pattern to create a unique butterfly. 

AMC 2013 



Name: ______________ Color by  
Sight Words 

made=brown   its=peach 
may=blue   day=green 
get=yellow   got=red 

of=black  part=orange 
long=pink 



Fixing Sentences 
:
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1.   the boys likes to ride bikes 

2.   the snail hide in the grass 

3.   jen can swims in the lake 

4.   the turtles moves slowly 

5.   the birds looks for food 



school 
subjects

items in 
your class

people at 
your school

book 
titles

items in 
your lunch

recess 
activities

words your 
teacher says

things that 
are blue

Name ______________________

It BEGINS WITH...
Use a paper clip as a spinner. 
Spin. Use the letter that you 
land on to begin a word for 
each category. Keep spinning
until the board is full.
BONUS: Create your own
categories. 

©Cyndie Dunn

a

b

d

g

h

k

l

m

n

p

r

s

t

w
e



Name ____________________

Read and do

©
C

yn
d
ie

 D
u
nn

Color all of the things with polka dots purple.
Underline all of the things that hatch from eggs.
Draw an “X” on each of the things that can fly.
Draw a circle around each thing that is shaped like

a sphere.
Draw a square around each thing with stripes.



tail grew pie soap

boat day team glue

juice light goal nail

leak fruit might clean

long a: yellow   long e: blue    long i: purple   long o: green   long u: pink

Read and Color!

Name___________________

©The Creative Cricket



1. _________________

2. _________________

3. _________________

4. _________________

5. _________________

6. _________________

7. _________________

8. _________________

9. _________________

10.________________

* Mexico
* holiday

* celebrate

* guitar

* dance

* tradition

* salsa

* festival

* battle

* parade

Write the words in ABC order. 

Name:_____________



Spring Symmetry 
 Use a symmetrical design pattern to create a unique kite. 

Don’t forget the tail! 

AMC 2013 



Name __________________________

Finish the Word!
Directions: Write the correct digraph to complete the word.

air

oto

eep

umb

ark istle

erry orn

eel one

Blends bank: th, ch, wh, sh, ph
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Name	  ______________________________	  

Contraction Sort 
.	  

© Kaitlynn Albani 

 
 

let’s 

 
 
 

 
 

aren’t 
 
 

don’t 

 
 

I’d 

 
 
 

 
 

won’t 
 
 

I’ve 

let us	  

I have	  

do not	  

will not	  

are not	  

I would	  
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